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1. Accomplishments Since the Last Report (please identify the strategic plan goal/objective each activity seeks to achieve):

After our successful spring conference, our CTE leaders have been focusing on their districts, completing the spring advisory process and submitting new courses by the April 15 deadline.

2. Emerging Critical Issues/Concerns for WA-CTE and/or Your Section (for information purposes only):

We still have concerns over the WBL reporting process and hope that our data vendors improve their service.

3. Emerging Critical Issues/Concerns for the Field of Career and Technical Education (for information purposes only):

We hope that the items related to our students and staff being able to travel to conferences and CTSO events improves – teacher sub shortage, bus driver shortage, and high airfare.

4. Other Comments/Suggestions:

5. Upcoming Meetings or Conferences:

Summer Conference!

Items Requested to Be Placed on Board Agenda for Discussion
(Only include items that require Board discussion or action. These will be placed on the Board meeting agenda at the discretion of the President.)